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C. Faith
In the classical theory of valuation rings, Krull showed in [ 14 that every integrally closed domain R is the intersection of valuation rings of its quotient field K of a very special kind. We call a subring V of any commutative ring Q a conch subring provided that there exists a unit x of Q not in R with inverse x-' in R, and such that R is maximal with respect to the property of excluding x and including x-l. ( The name is after the beautiful seashell that also excludes/includes.) In this case we say that A cone&s x in Q. Now Krull A pair of a ring Q is an ordered pair (A, P) consisting of a subring A, and a prime ideal P of A. A max pair is a pair maximal in the ordered set of all pairs of Q. (See Section 3.) By Kriteriwm 2 of [ 141, if (A, P) is a max pair for a field K, then A is a valuation ring, and P is the unique maximal ideal of A. Manis' theorem is an exact generalization, although A is no longer necessarily a chain ring, or even a local ring, and P is not longer a maximal ideal. (See Section 3.) As in the classical theory, if A conches x in a ring A, then (A, ix)
is a max pair of Q. Furthermore, as noted in Section 6, a max pair (A, P) comes from a conch subring A iff P= in for some unit x of A. Thus, not every valuation subring is conch. Moreover, applying the Principal Ideal Theorem for Noetherian Rings, when A is Noetherian, one sees that A must have dimension 1 if conch. Furthermore, any Noetherian chain ring A is a PIR hence must be conch in Q,(A).
Briefly, a ring is (right) FPF if all finitely generated faithful right modules generate the category of all (right) modules. In [5, 6] the author characterized commutative RPF rings by the two properties: (FPF 1) W has self-inj*;ctive quotient ring Q,(F); (FPF 2) every finitelv generated faithful ideal of R is a generator; In Section 12 we prove that any local FPF ring R is a valuation ring for its quotient ring. Since Q,(R) is self-injective for any commutative FPF ring H, then a result proved in Appendix B provides a converse: A local valuation ring R for selfinjective quotient ring is an EPF ring.
Also in Appendix B we note that local valuation rings of chain rings are chain rings. While chain domains are FPF, chain rings in general are not. The property that chain rings enjoy is that every finitely presented faithful module is a generator. Rings with the latter property are called FP'F rings; and chain rings are characterized among local rings by the property that every factor ring is FP2F [5] . Moreover, almost maximal valuation rings are characterized in [S] among local rings & the property that every factor ring is FPF.
A1mc.a maximal valuation rings are fundamental in the classification of FGC rings, or rings over which every finitely generated module ecomposes into a direct sum of cyclic modules, and connections with Vamos' fractionally self-injective (PSI) rings, FGC, and FPF rings are pointed out in Section 14.
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It is appropriate at this point to cite the characterization of Cunningham [31] 
Chain rings
A ring A is called a chain ring provided that the lattice of ideals ii linearly ordered. If A is an integral domain and a chain ring, then A is called a chain domain. A necessary and sutiicient condition for a domain A to be a chain domain is that A be the valuation ring OI a valuation u of its quotient field Q,(A). Every chain ring is a valuation ring but not conversely.
Max pairs
A pair for a ring Q is an ordered pair (B, L) where B is a subring of Q and L is a prime ideal of B. The set pairs Q of all pairs of Q is ordered by the relation (B, L) Z, (C, M) iff B 2 C and L n C = AL The set of all pairs of Q is an inductive st, and so is the set PairsQ(B, L) of all pairs (A, P) containing a given pair (B, L). By Zorn's lemma Pairsg(B, L) contains at least one maximal pair (A, P), and we call any such a maxpair of Q. It IS obvious that (A, P) is a max pair iff (A, P) is maximal in PairsQ(A, P). A theorem of Manis [16] characterizes the valuation subrings of a ring Q by the max pairs of Q. From classical valuation theory we know that if Q is a field, then (A, P) is a max pair iff A is a chain ring and P= Max A is the unique maximal ideal ([ 141, [ 
151, [22]).
Valuation theory 11 Moreover, in this case necessarily Q,(A) = Q since 4-l EA whenever 4 E Q\A.
A prime ideal i.:: of Q defines a max pair (Q, &I) of Q, so in general one cannot say much more ring theoretical about a valuation subring A of Q than about Q itself. A typical theorem is that A is semihereditary if Q is von Neumann regular (Griffin [ 1 I] ).
The core of a valuation
The core of a valuation u of Q Thus, while neither Qv nor Qi are chain rings in general, QI( is the contraction (to Q') of a chain ring KoK of the associated field.
The quotient ring of a valuation ring
Let Q* denote the set regular elements of a ring Q, and denote its full OF classical quotient ring. While any valuation v of Q hacc a unique extension to Q&l), in general the valuation theory can be carried out without assuming that Q = QJQ), and we propose to do so. 
(3) If Q is generated by A and units (e.g. if Q is a local ring), then Q&I) =
Qc(Qh
Corollary. If Q is von Neumann regular ring, then Q = QJA).
Moreover, one can characterize ring-theoretically the valuation s &rings of von Neumann regular rings.
Thesrem. If Q is a van Neumann regular ring, then a subring A is a valuation subring of Q iff A contains a maximal ideal H of Q such that A' = A/H is a chain
doma.l"n with QJA') = Q'= Q/H. When this is so, then QJA) = Q, and H is the core of the valuation.
Conch rings
Let A be a maximal order of a ring Q. Then there is an element YE A with x=y-' $ A, and A is a subring that is maximal with respect to containing X-' and excluding X. We next consider a wider class of valuation rings, called conch rings, having this property.
A conch subring of Q is a subring V maximal with respect to excluding a given unit x of Q and including x -I. Then V will be said to conch x in Q, and will be called an x-conch subring of Q.
Conch subrings were first introduced by Krull in his monograph "Idealtheorie"
[14], where he showed that any integrally closed subring R of a field K is the hntersection of the conch subrings of K containing R, and that every conch subring of K is a chain ring. We generalize this as follows:
Theorem. Let Q be a commutative ring.
(
1) Every conch subring A of Q is integrally closed. (2) (A, max A) is a max pair of Q.
Corollary. Every conch subring of Q is a valuation ring.
The converse does not hold however: 
is integral over R.
We call ConchQ(R) the *-integral closure of R. We say that the Conch Intersection Theorem holds for Q, if every integrally closed subring R = Conchg(R).
Griffin's theorems
A ring R has few zero divisors (in Griffin's sense) if it has just finitely many maximal prime ideals of 0. (Equivalently Q = Q,(R) is semilocal, i.e. Q/(rad Q) is semisimple.) The principal property of these rings used in Griffin's theorems is this: if zfzQ,(R) and if aER *, there exists u E R so that z + au E Q*. ("Choose u in all max O-prime ideals not containing z and in no O-prime ideal containing z."')
Theorem (Griffin [l 11). If Q is von Neumann regular, or has few zero divisors, and if R is integrally closed in Q = Q,(R), then R is the intersection of valuation subrings of Q.
To introduce further theorems we need additional concepts, especially those of the large quotient ring RIsl of R with respect to a multiplicatively closed subset (=ms.) S of R. Let S*=R*f'W (Ql) Rs denotes the ring of quotients w.r.t
. S. (42) Rts, = R(F)-' = {rs-'EQJR)IrER,sES*}. (Q3) &,={ XEQJR) (resp. XEQ,(R)IX~ES so that XSER). R(s) is called the quotieni ring sf R w.r.t. S. RIsl is called the large quotient ring
If M is a prime ideal, and S= R\M, then we set RfpI = RtsJ and RiA+Il = Rls].
Gl. Propositisn (Griffin [ 111). If R is integrally closed in Q,.(R), then so is RIsI for any multipiicative closed set S.
G2. Proposition (Griffin [ 111). If R is a ring with few zero divisors, then RIpI = R,,, for every prime ideal P.
An ideal I of R is regular if In R* #0.
The regular total order property at a prime ideal P is the property that if I and K are ideals -,f R one of which is regular, then either IRpa KRp or KRp 2 IRp. Then RP is said to have the regular total order property. Trivially, if RP is a chain ring, this holds.
C. Faith
The core of a prime ideal P of R is defined as If P= P, for a valuation o of Q, the core of P is simply the core of U. (W R,, is a valuation ring for QJR) for every maximal ideal M of R. w9 R, has regular total order property for every maximal ideul M.
G3. Proposition
W3) Every overring of R in QJR) is flat over R. W) Every overring is integrally closed in QJR). (W Every finitely generated regular ideal is invertible in Q,(R). U-5) Every regular ideal generated by two elements is invertible in Q,(R).
A ring R is Prufer if it satisfies any one (hence all) of the properties (Pl)-(P6). 
8, FPF cings
We next relate conch subrings to FPF rings. A ring A is FPF iff every finitely generated faithful module M generates mod-A, equivalently M" =A @X in mod-A for some n 2 1. The chief examples of FPF rings are Priifer domains, hence Dedekind rings, self-injective rings, and their arbitrary direct products [5, 6] . F'urthermore FPF rings are characterized in [6] by the tw:, properties:
(FPF 1) Q,(A) is injective. If Q,(A) = Q, then by Griffin's theorem, A is semihereditary hence pre-FPF. Since Q is self-injective, A is then FPF iff QJA) = Q, a result which follows from our results on quotient rings of valuation rings described earlier. If R is any subring of a regular of Q containing all idempotents of Q, and if S is any subring > R, then S contains a unit of Q not in R: if SE S\ R, and e=e2 E Q generates sQ, then x=s+ (1 -e) is the desired unit. Thus, in view of our result that Conchg(R) is the *-integral closure of R in Q, we conclude that R = ConchQ(R) when R is integrally closed.
Corollwy. If R is nonsingular and integrally closed in Q = Q,,(R), then R is the intersection of the FPF conch subrings of Q containing R.
This follows since Q is a self-injective regular ring. Note that this shows that in the theorem Q need not be Q,(R) as in Griffin's theorem, and furthermore, Q need not be Q,,(R).
Another aspect of the FPF Theorem is that any overring of an FPF ring A is also FPF, hence integrally closed in QJA). This fact recalls the study of Eggern [3] of a ring R with the property, called l-ring, that every overring S of R in Q = CL,,,_,(R) is integrally closed.
Theorem (Eggert [3] ). An I-ring R is a Prtifer ring. Moreover, if R is semiplrime,
Q = Q,,(R) = Q,(R).
Thus, a semiprime i-ring has injective Q,(R). This is the point of departl;re for the next theorem. (II) R is pre-FPF.
(2) R is Prufer. (3) Every overring of R in Q,(R) is integralIy closed. (4) Every overring of R in Q,(R) is flat over R. (5) R is an I-ring. When this is so, then R is FPF.
The proof makes use of the next result.
Lemma. If Q= Q,(R) is injective, then a finitely generated ideal I of R is faithfui iff I is regur'ar.
Qbviously, if I is regular, it is faithful, and conversely, if Q is injective, then I faithful implies by a theorem of Nakayama and Tkeda (in [4] This shows the equivalence (I) e (2) and the other equivalences are derived from Griffin's theorems. _ Corollury , The foilowing are equivalent conditions on a ring P I.
1) A iI; FPF. (2) A is an I-ring with injective Q,(A).
Corollary. A maximal order A of a self-injective ring Q is an
We pr eviously remarked that a maximal order A of a ring Q hence integrally closed in Q, so A is FPF by the corollary.
CorolPary. A semiprime ring R is FPF iff R is an I-ring.
For using Eggert's result, R has injective Q,(R).
Continuous rings
FPF conch ring.
is a conch subring, A ring R is said to be right continuous ([2O] , 1211) if the following two conditions are satisfied: (Cl) If I is a right ideal of R, then there is a maximal essentia! extension of I in R generated by an idempotent.
(C2) If f =f 2 E R, and if I= fR, then I is generated by an idempotent. [ lOa] , p. 160 ff.). A ring R is continuous if it is right and left continuous. An integral domain R not a field is an example of a ring satisfying (Cl) but not (C2).
Right continuous rings get their name by upper continuity property of the lattice of principal right ideals [21] (expounded in
We now cite some theorems on continuous rings of Utumi (but see /lOa], Chapter 13), and deduce some corollaries for integrally closed rings.
Utumi Theorems ([20,21)). 1. A right self-injective ring R is right continuous. 2. If R is right continuous, then R/J is right continuous, and von Neumann regular, and J, the right singular ideal, coincides with the Jacobson radical. 3. A regular ring R is right continuous iff R contains all idempotents of its maximaC right quotient ring Q,,,(R).
Corollary. If Q is a self-injective regular ring generated by its idempotents, then Q has no integrab'y closed regular subrings +Q.
Corollary. If R is a commutative regular ring integrally closed in (2 = Q,,.&R), then R is a continuous ring.
Let R denote a commutative regular ring. Then R is self-injective iff R is complete (= the lattice of principal ideals is complete). Thus, Q = Q,,,(R) is complete.
If R is a Boolean ring, then R is a regular ring #Q = Q,,(R) whenever R is r.at complete. Then R cannot be integrally closed in Q since every element of Q is an idempotent. Similarly, R cannot be continuous.
A theorem of Goodearl their idempotents.
[lob] characterizes regular rings which are generated by
Theorem. A regular ring R is generated by its idempotents ijf no division ring except possibly Z/pZ is a homomorphic image of R.
Corollary. rf a commutative regular ring R is generated by idempotents, then the only residue fields of R are finite prime fields.
Conch rings as maximal subrings
If A conches x in Q, then A is a maximal subring of Q iff Q = A [x] . If Q is a field, this happens if and only if A is a rank 11 valuation ring. In this section we discuss this situation.
If A conches x in Q, then A conches x in QZ = A [xl, and hence A is also a valua- [x] . Then, &= H, Q; :g Q', Ai = A', etc. The rest of the section is devoted to the question: when is W of the theorem, which we call the associated rank l-valuation domain of A, a discrete valuation ring? We prove that if it is, then W is a 'radical' extension of the local ring A>$, where a ring R is a radical extension of a subring S in case for each XE R there corresponds an integer n > 0 such that x" ES. If there is an integer n > 0 so that x" E S for all XE R, then we say that R is an n-radical (or n-ical) extension of S. (Compare [7] .)
Theorem. Let A be an x-conch maximal subring of Q, and suppose there exists an associated discrete valuation ring W of A. Theh W is an n-radical extension of the local ring Abf of A' at P', where P= (5, and
M=max W=im, and M"=x'-'W.
aplansky's theorem on radical extensions revisited again'
Using a theorem of Kaplansky (131 on radical extensions of fields, we conclude ' It was revisited in [7] . 
This follows from the theorem since necessarily W/M= Q&V/P'), so if S= A'jP', then W/M=(A'/P')S-'
and so W=A'S-'=A;,.
Corollary. If A is an x-conch maximal subring of Q, then there is at nmt one associated discrete valuation ring W having max W = x'-' W, namely, A;>#.
For, by the theorem, W is n-radical over A;! and n = 1.
Local FPF rings are valuation rings
Recall that a waist of a ring R is an ideal W such that every ideai of R &her contains or is contained in W.
Local FPF Ring Theorem ([S]). A ring R is a local FPF ring Iff R has injective Q = Q,(R) and the set of zero divisors of R is a waist W such that R/W is a chain ring.
A ring R is a sandwich ring if R contains the radical J=J(Q) of Q= Q,(R).
Sandwich Ring Theorem ([S], (61). (1) Any local FPF ring R is a sandwich ring. (2) If R is a sandwich ring, then R is FPF if and oniy if Q = Q,(R) is iqjecrive and R/J is FPF.
Note. The proof of the theorem involves showing that Q,.(a) = Q, where &= Q,'J* and R = R/J. Since Q is injective by Utumi' s theorem (Section 9) when Q is, then R will be FPF iff (FPF 2) holds for R.
We next remark how the sufficiency of the Local FPF Ring Theorem follows 20 C. Faith from (2) of the Sandwich Ring Theorem: if I is any finitely generated faithful ideal of R, then (via injectivity of Q), I contains a regular element, so ID IV. Then using the chain ring property of R/W, one sees that I= yR + W for some YE R, hence I=yR== R,, so (FPF 2) holds in R.
We rn;y now deduce:
Theorem. Any local FPF ring R is a valuation ring for QJR).
The proof is ahnost immediate from the Local FPF Ring Theorem: by injectivity of Q, J consists of zero divisors. Since R is a sandwich ring, W= J. It follows that (R, J) is a max pair of Q (inasmuch as (R, 3) is one for Q), so R is a valuation ring.
Local valuation rings are sandwich rings
A local valuation ring A sandwich subring A Local Valuation subring.
Ring Theorem. AIly local valuation ring A of Q is a sandwich
A is a valuation ring that is a iocal ring. of Q is a subring containing the radical J= rad Q of Q.
Any valuation ring A has the property the next lemma suffices for the proof. The corollary follows from the theorem in as much as JC A and this implies that N, the largest ideal of Q contained in A, contains Jp so N is a maximal ideal. Now if A is any valuation ring for Q, then A' is one for Q'. However, by the first theorem of Section 5, QJA') = Q', and every valuation ring of a field is a chain domain by the classical theorem (Section 2). A is a valuation sandwich subring for a local ring Q, then A is a local 
Corollary. If
rirlg,
For then Q/J is a field, so J= H and Q' = A/J. We can sharpen the above results for a conch subring. and c=x-'go= 1 -x-'aoEA.
Local Conch Ring Theorem. Let A conch x in Q. Then A is a locd ring with
Since x-'aoeP=f~, c@P=maxA, hence c%A.
Since qo=xc, qo=qb is a unit of Q and 40' =xelcW1, so q is a unit of Q.
We next show that any a E A \ H, where H = H(A), is a unit of Q. Since Q = at 6 A for some ?E Q, q whence a is a unit, as required. This proves that H is a maximal ideal of Q consisting of the non-units of Q, so Q is local. Since H = rad Q, A is a sandwich subring.
Conversely, if Q is a local ring and 9 c A, then A' is a chain ring for Q,(A') =Q'. Suppose Ma J is the ideal of A such that M'= max 14'= dm. Clearly, M= ia since x-IA 2 J. If a~ A\M, then a-l E Q, so a E A'! Now if a@ U(A), then we can write as before for q=a-*, and then so adW= ix-.
This contradiction proves that A is local with man, A =)k'A.
C. Faith
The local part of the converse follows from the last corollary also since any conch subring is a valuation subring (Section 6).
Almost maximal valuation rings
In Section 1 we remarked: We say that a chain ring R is a maximal valuation ring if every system X's Xi (mod Ii) of congruences is solvable for x in R provided that it is finitely solvable for x in the sense that every finite subset of congruences is solvable.
A chain ring R is an almost maximal valuation ring (AMVR) provided that R/Z is a maximal valuation ring' (MVR) for every ideal 1#0.
AMVR's were first introduced by I. Kaplansky [13b] who prove that they had the property (FGC) that finitely generated modules are direct sums of cyclic modules.
Much later D.T. Gill (253 generalized this:
Theorem (Kaplansky, Gill et al.) . A local ring R is an AMVR iff R is an FGC ring.
Another characterization:
Matlis' Theorem ([27]). A chain domain R is an AA4VR iff Q,(R)/R is injective.
And yet another:
Gill's Theorem ( [25] However, Vamos' characterization [29] is particularly suited for our purposes, so we shall describe it. A ring R is fractional self-injective (FSI) iff every factor ring R/I has injective quotient ring Q,(R/I). In [S] I conjectured that a ring R is FSI iff every factor ring R/I is FPF. These latter are called CFPF rings, and I proved the conjecture in [6] .
Vamos' Theorem ([26]).
A ring R is FCC iff R is F'S1 and Bezozt ( =finite/y generated ideals are principal ).
Theorem ([6]). R is FCC iff R is CFPF.
Corollary ([6]).
A local ring R is CFPF iff R is an AMVR.
SpPit null extensions as valuation rings
In [24a, b] we studied when the split null extension R = (B, E) of a bimdure E over ring B is (F)PF, or a chain ring, or when R had relatedproperties (e.g. selfinjective). For example, Proposition SA of [24a] states that R is a right chain ring iff B is a right chain ring and E is a uniserial right B-module such that bE= E for every 0 #b E B. If B is commutative and E is faithful, then B must be a domain for this. If, further, E is torsionfree, then E must be injective (Corollaries 5% and SC),. For commutative B, in [24b] we proved that R = (B, E) is FPF iff ~5 is injective over B, Ends E is the quotient ring BS-' of B with respect to the multipkative set S consisting of all b E B with zero annihilators in E, and every finitely ger:.erated ideal which is faithful on E is invertible in BS-'. It is much easier to characterize when R = (B, E) is a valuation ring for Q,(R) = (BS', ES-'): ' ) iff E = Es for every s E S, and B is a valuation ring for BS I, assrtmit~g that E is faithful.
Theorem. Split-null extension R = (B, E) is a vatlration ring for Q,(T) = (BS -', ES
Corollary. If E is torsion free over B, this happens iff E is divisible and B is a valttation ring for Q = Q,(B).
orollary. If E is a torsionfree module over a domain B, then R = (B, E) is a valrtation ring for Q,(R) iff E is injective and B is Q chain domain. C. Faith
Appendix A
We give a sketch of the proof of the Conch Ring Theorem. For a domain A, we already have indicated that any conch subring A of a field K is a chain domain. The statement that A conches x in K is simply that A[x] is the unique minimal subring of K (properly) containing A. In view of the 1-1 correspondence A& AM between prime ideals M of A and over-rings of A, it follows that P = rad A contains a largest ideal Pz #I? Then, using the fact that A conches X, we can easily show that is a prime ideal, whence P= ix?% (since X-* @ P2).
Conversely 
Appendix B
The Conch Intersection Theorem for rings with few zero divisors
The proof of the second theorem in Section 8 also suffices to prove:
Theorem. If R has few zero divisors, then the Conch Intersection Theorem holds for Q = QJR).
This follows since if S is a subring of Q properly containing R, then for every z ES\ R there corresponds u E R so that w = z + u E Q*. Thus, w is a unit of Q lying in S but not in R, SC the theorem follows.
The theorem is a sharpening of Griffin's theorem in Section 7 since a conch subring is a valuation ring for Q, and it also provides an alternative proof.
Converse to the Local FPF Theorem
We note a donverse to the local FPF Theorem of Section 12.
Theorem. If A is a local valuation ring for Q,(A), and if Q,(A) is self-inject& then ,4 is FPF3
By using the equivalence Pi ++ P4 in G.4 of Section 7, we see that A is an king inasmuch as A =A [MI is integrally closed, where M is the unique maximal ideal, SO A is FPF by the second corollary in Section 8.
Local valuation rings of chain rings are chain rings
Valuation theory 25
Eve:y known valuation ring of a chain ring is a chain ring. The nexlt theorem charac terizes this property.
Theorem. For a valuation ring A of a chain ring Q the following are equivalent:
( (5) What are the relative weak global dimensions of conch subrings of rings? (6) We propose to study conch subrings of non-commutative rings. All of the foregoing theorems on conch rings, except for the case Q is a field, were obtained ring-theoretically, that is, without employing valuation theory. It seems likely that such is the case here, and that ring theory can make a contribution to the structure of intractable rings, e.g. the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra is an Ore domain, but little else is known about its structure. J. Towber has suggested (orallly) that conch rings may be useful here.
